**Thank God I’m A Country Boy**
Choreography: Joe VanHorn, 3118 E 42nd St, Des Moines, IA 50317, [http://www.cloggers.cjb.net/](http://www.cloggers.cjb.net/)
* Some step names changed to fit Dare to Clog’s vocabulary - DP

6 clap wait
Left foot lead

**Part A:**
- 2 Pump Touches: DS, Chug(OTS)-H, Touch(XIF)-H, Touch(IF)-H
- 2 Heel Steps: DS, Heel Touch-H
- 1 Step Slide
- 1 Triple Rock Out: DS, DS, DS, R(OTS)S
- 1 Cowboy: DS, DS, DS, Brush-H, DS, RS, RS, RS
- 2 Basics: DSRS
- 1 Rock Step
- 2 Brushes: DS Brush-H

**Part B:**
- 1 Joey Slide: DS(OTS), S(XIB), S(OTS), S(OTS), S(XIB), Slide-Slide(right)
- 1 Triple: DS, DS, DS, RS
- 1 Swivel: DT-Swivel(L)-Swvl(R), Swvl(L), Swvl(R), Bo-Bo (heel out), Sl
- 1 Heel Touch: Heel Touch-H
- 1 Fancy Double: DS, DS, RS, RS

**Part C:**
- 1 Clog Over Vine: DS(OTS), DS(XIF), DS(OTS), DS(XIB), DS(OTS), DS(XIF), DSRS
- 1 Rock Avalanche **: DSRS, DSRS, R(lift leg up IF)-S, DS, DS, Hop & Kick, RS

**REPEAT ABOVE TWO STEPS IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION**

**Part D:**
- 1 Catawba: DT-Bo(R Heel IF)-Bo(RIF), Bo(LIF)-Bo(LIF), Bo(RIF)-Bo(LIF)-Sl
- 1 High Horse: DS, DT(XIF)-H, DT(X)-H, RS, S-Sl, DS, DS, RS (turn to back)
- 1 Step Slide
- 1 Gallop: DS, Heel-Ball-Step, Heel-Ball-Step, Heel-Ball-Step

**REPEAT ABOVE FOUR STEPS TO FACE FRONT**

**SEQUENCE: Intro, A, B, C, B, D, A, B, D, A*, B*, C* (modified to fit music – DP)**

**Part A*:** Pause after 2 Clogs (with music), then omit 1 Rock Step, and end with 2 Brushes

**Part B*:** Pause after 1 Heel Touch (with music), then do Fancy Double

**Part C**: Omit Hop & Kick in Rock Avalanche both times. Add at the end, 2 Basics and 1 Fancy Double